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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The consequences of interactions between molten metal (aluminium -

uranium alloy) and water have long been a subject of concern for those i n

charge of reactor safety, following accidents observed or induced in certain

reactors (BORAX, SL1, SPERT 1 D) .

In such accidents, as in similar cases occurring in traditional

industries (aluminium foundries, steel works, paper mills . . .) the contact

between the hot liquid product and the coolant entails rapid vaporizatio n

of the latter with effects identical to that of an explosive . Although

chemical reactions of water decomposition occur in some cases, the main

phenomenon is the conversion of the thermal energy stored in the hot sub -

stance into mechanical energy .

Despite the fact that a molten oxide fuel differs from an aluminium -

uranium alloy, as does sodium from water, the consequences of possibl e

contact between the molten mixed uranium and plutonium oxide and sodium mus t

be carefully studied since such a contact may occur in accident condition s

in sodium-cooled fast neutron reactors .

The essential purpose of an evaluation of reactor safety in acci-

dent conditions is in fact to ensure the containment of dangerous . products .

Consequently, any phenomenon likely to endanger containment barriers mus t

be carefully examined .

A CONSIDERATION OF INTERACTION IN SAFETY EVALUATIO N

In France, a group of experts at the highest level have establishe d

recommendations concerning the safety of fast neutron nuclear powe r

stations . These recommendations were communicated to the authority i n

charge of operating the Creys Malville nuclear power station and a numbe r

of them were made more stringent in the course of the safety evaluation o f

this Power Station .
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The interaction between the molten fuel and the sodium is ex-

plicitly mentioned in these recommendations .

As far as prevention is concerned, all the means for maintainin g

cooling of the fuel are mentioned :

- rotation of the Sodium pump s

- presence and circulation of the Sodium

- power regulation

The cooling conditions must be supervised at an overall level a s

well as individually on assemblies, and corrective action can entai l

emergency shut-down of the reactor .

Should an interaction occur in an assembly, the primary recommend -

ation concerns its mechanical effects which must not prevent a sufficien t

number of reactor safety rods from being dropped . A special study will dea l

with possible propagation to other assemblies .

An overall accident on the core followed by a violent interactio n

is admittedly a most improbable event, considering the precautions taken ;

nevertheless, an examination of such an accident is recommended and th e

containment dimensions should take into account an energy based on the wors t

case conditions .

POSSIBILITIES OF VIOLENT MOLTEN FUEL/SODIUM INTERACTION S

A preliminary remark concerns the theoretical computations such a s

those of HICKS and MENZIES (1) which forecast a considerable potentia l

mechanical energy with a maximum exceeding the limits of currently know n

projects . But before dwelling on the consequences of such a situation, i t

is advisable to question the existence of the interaction phenomenon itsel f

as well as its amplitude by comparing this theoretical maximum with th e

"effective" maximum .
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Experiments and theoretical studies have been undertaken in severa l

countries (2, 3 ) to this effect .

Out of all the experiments performed to date on U0 2 and sodium ,

only three out-of-pile tests by Armstrong with the injection of a few gram s

of sodium in liquid U0 2 ( 4 ) have produced evidence of a vapour explosion

with the formation of a shock wave . None of the others, whether in or out-

of-pile, have clearly shown violent phenomena . But it is still too earl y

to draw definite conclusions since none of the actual conditions of makin g

contact nor the physical-chemical conditions of the irradiated fuel hav e

been reproduced . Moreover, fragmentation of the fuel, which is considere d

one of the requisites for violent interaction was observed in each case .

These few results are inconclusive . A realistic evaluation of the possibil-

ities of interaction is essential and until a satisfactory understanding o f

the phenomena is reached, authorizing quantitative forecasts, some un -

certainties will persist and the related safety evaluation must includ e

sufficient margins for the containment of products presenting a danger fo r

the public and the environment . However, several experimental and theoretic -

al studies in recent years have contributed to a better understanding o f

the phenomena occurring when hot liquid products are placed in contact wit h

cold liquid coolants . Among the most interesting contributions, the work o f

FAUSKE (4) on spontaneous nucleation and that of BOARD and HALL (5 )

should be mentioned . The latter suggest that thermal explosions can b e

explained by a process similar to that of chemical detonations, and com-

prising the following stages :

a - coarse pre-mixing of the two constituent s

b - on-set of interaction (through an internal or external cause )

c - self-sustained propagation of the interaction leaving fragment-

ation in its wake .

We feel that this new view on the phenomena will lead to a better

interpretation of past experiments, and a clearer definition of what the y

signify (e .g . effect of size) . The same method could be adopted to analys e
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the development of accident situations i .e . an examination of the actua l

conditions of contact, of the onset of interaction conditions, the influenc e

of fission products and structural materials . . .

In order to define more clearly the importance of interaction

phenomena in the safety of fast reactors, we will examine two case s

successively : an accident on an assembly (due to blockage) and an overal l

accident (or reactivity accident) .

ACCIDENT WITHIN AN ASSEMBLY

Basically, this type of accident, which occurs in one or severa l

assemblies (FERMI type accident) is due to a serious cooling defect . The

power is at most equal to nominal power and at least equal to residua l

power .

We will recall that various detecting systems ( 6 ) can bring abou t

the automatic shut-down of the reactor : chiefly, the variation in

reactivity, which has a very short response time, the temperature of th e

sodium leaving the assembly, which has a response time of a few seconds and ,

finally, the pollution of the sodium by fission products which acts in les s

than a minute .

Also, in French reactors, the hexagonal tube containing eac h

assembly has a high mechanical strength and can contain a high portion o f

the predicted mechanical energy released, thereby preventing propagation o f

the accident .

In the development of this accident, boiling of the sodium occur s

first before melting of the fuel ( 7 ) . Studies on the subject have show n

that a large-scale penetration of sodium into the fuel was not very likel y

since the slightest quantity of sodium coming into contact with the ho t

products vaporizes immediately, thereby preventing a contact between th e
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sodium and the fuel . This effect is in fact enhanced by the release o f

gaseous fission products . Moreover, a massive and rapid expulsion of th e

fuel from the assembly seems unlikely because of the presence of structura l

materials at a much lower temperature (upper covering and shielding) .

In conclusion, it is believed at present that a violent interactio n

caused by a blockage in the assembly is unlikely . This belief is strength-

ened by the CORECT II experiment results presented at this Meeting ( 8 ) .

However, the violence of an interaction is not the only feature worthy o f

attention, since a detailed analysis of this type of accident must als o

consider the state of fragmentation of the fuel, its dispersion, its flow .

Consequently an interaction, violent or not, conditions the latter stages

of this accident and its possible propagation .

OVERALL ACCIDENT ON A CORE .

A serious accident to occur in a reactor such as SUPER-PHENIX

comprises a chain of unlikely events controlled by detection systems and

automatic actions :

A stoppage of all primary pumps on their own inertia is envisage d

(6 )., whereas in fact their independence cuts out any probability of a

stoppage of more than two pumps out of four, followed by total inaction o f

the safety rods, whereas the fall of a single rod out of the 24 belongin g

to 3 independent systems suffices to stop the accident completely . This

phase remains reversible for more than 5 minutes, which means that it i s

most improbable that the rods will not drop, since 5 different kinds o f

automatic stations, apart from manual triggering, can intervene :

- Variation of reactivity

- Flowrate not matched to powe r

- Overheating of the sodium

- Slowing-down of the pumps

- Over-pollution of the sodium .
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The next phase is the boiling of the sodium creating a nuclea r

excursion through the positive void coefficient . Heating of the fuel

creates dispersion which stops the excursion .

There are a number of differences when compared with the acciden t

in an assembly, justifying close attention on the part of the Safet y

Analyst, for some appear to promote a strong interaction :

- The oxide may melt in large quantities in assemblies still contai n-

ing sodium .

- The mechanisms creating fuel dispersion may also favour a goo d

contact with the sodium through the propulsion of fine molte n

particles .

- Simultaneity of the phenomena prevents compensation which woul d

occur with interactions spread over a certain time .

On the other hand, conditions specific to the reactor will probabl y

reduce the energy exchanged :

- The presence of fission products will reduce accumulated energ y

by accelerating dispersion .

- Fission products may hinder heat exchange by physically obstruct -

ing contact .

- Metallic structures, such as the canning and the hexagonal tube ,

will hinder heat exchange and the propagation of pressure waves .

The compressibility effect produced by the fission gases is mor e

doubtful . In the absence of representative experiments, we feel that in

this difficult field the Safety Analyst should proceed, with respect to th e

mechanical energy to be contained, as follows :

- For a given reactor, computations to attempt to define th e

physical phenomena adopting a margin for the containment o f

mechanical energy .
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- Cautious appraisal of experimental work carried out .

- Support of programs on the understanding of the phenomena and o f

large-scale overall experiments .

This procedure is the one followed at the present time by the Frenc h

Atomic Energy Commission and justifies the experimental program adopted i n

the past and for the future (9) .

If the mechanical energy is low, secondary criticality will have t o

be studied . Once again, as in the case of the assembly accident, a

thorough knowledge of interaction phenomena is necessary, whether they give

rise to violent interaction or not .

CONCLUSIONS

Whereas an accident within an assembly seems to show little likeli-

hood of creating conditions seriously endangering fuel containment, th e

gravity of problems associated with an overall accident on the core is

worthy of thorough and attentive study .

In the case of an overall accident on the core of a fast reactor ,

the interaction between the molten fuel and the sodium is of consequence a t

two levels . The first is the retention of mechanical energy which may b e

considerable . The second is the recovery of fuel fragments in an overal l

cooled configuration but where local cooling problems may give rise t o

interaction.

A greater effort is required in performing tests and mastering thei r

results to determine the maximum release of mechanical energy . If these

mechanical effects prove to be insignificant or non-existent, then effort s

should be directed to studying the outcome of fuel debris to preven t

accumulation and secondary criticalities, and to stabilize them in

configurations favouring safe evacuation of residual power .

. 1
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DISCUSSION ON PAPER SNI 6/29

Board

	

I detect a change in emphasis for your presentations at previou s
(SNI meetings : earlier arguments concentrated on the scienc e
of SFI's and whether they were fundamentally possible, but no w
your argument is largely concerned with whether the initia l
conditions for vigorous events can arise in the reactor .
This is a very important distinction in type of argument ; we
should be very clear whether we accept the possibility of energeti c
FCI in principle, so that detailed mechanistic arguments ar e
necessary to support the safety case, or whether there exis t
fundamental physical principles which we can rely on, so tha t
complex, detailed (and necessary rather uncertain) predictions
about the state of the reactor throughout a complete disassembly
incident do not form the basis of the safety case .

Fauske

	

Two requirements appear necessary for large scale vapor ex -
plosions as summarized in my CSNI paper in 1973 : (1) film boiling
must be satisfied leading to mixing of the hot and the cold liquid ,
and. (2) following adequate constraint and sufficient liquid-liqui d
contact the onset of continuous explosive boiling. Only the firs t
requirement was discussed in my paper this morning and wa s
specifically related to the characteristics present in the LMFBR
system. For UO2 - Na system, the first requirement alone rule s
out energetic interactions. The interacting controversy regard-
ing the second requirement is therefore largely irrelevent .
However, we will discuss the second requirement in Henry' s
paper to be presented later in this meeting.

Wright

	

Statement that the Research Office, distinct from the licensin g
office, of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission was doing con-
firmatory research to see whether or not fuel vapor pressure ,
and not sodium vapor was the only working fluid in HCDAs .
Noted that the evidence on this was far from definitive, in fact ,
the measured pressure in the best experiment, TREAT Tes t
S-11, was twice the best estimate of the fuel vapor pressure,
contrary to what is often claimed .

Fauske

	

The differences noted in the S-11 experiment do not appear to
be essential . However, as noted in my paper, ERDA is als o
planning confirmatory experiments on a large scale . These
include considerations of prototype fuel pin length, number of
fuel pins, nuclear period etc .
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Caldarola

	

I may agree with your statement that stable film boiling i s
necessary to get a coherent SFI, because film boiling allow s

large masses of fuel to enter into the coolant before the
interaction is triggered .
I don't agree instead with your view that the contact temperature

must be higher than the spontaneous nucleation temperature i n
order to get stable film boiling. Don't you think that stable fil m
boiling is also possible for contact temperatures lower than th e
spontaneous nucleation temperature ?

Fauske

	

For small quantities (drop experiments) film boiling certainly

occur for temperatures less than spontaneous nucleation temperature .
However, for large quantities of hot and cold liquids the require -

ment of spontaneous nucleation appears necessary in order t o
achieve film boiling .

Gilby (comment) A critical loading on the vault roof

Roof can occur due to "sodium hammer"

effects. The diving force which
accelerates the column of sodium
can be

1) Fuel vapour from a nuclear

excursion.
2) Energetic sodium fuel inte-

raction between molten fuel and

sodium.
3) Relatively mild SFI leading t o

a modest pressure sodium

vapour bubble .

The third possibility must not be overlooked in a meeting on SF I
and discussion should not be limited to "energetic SFI" .
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